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The purpose of language is communication.2 Full communi

cation cannot be accomplished by language alone.3 It is accomplished 

by language and gestures according to the speakers' sociocultural 

pattern. 4 Edward T. Hall and William Foote \tVhyte asserted that 

"the communication pattern of a given society is part of its total culture 

pattern and can only be understood in that context."5 Thus, without 

a shared understanding of a cultural background, nobody can communi

cate well with anyone else, even ifhe is adroit at manipulating language. 

The Japanese people have many opportunities to communicate 

with other people who have different cultural backgrounds, because of 

the development of the Japanese economy and expansion of inter

nationalization.6 As these opportunities have increased, they have 

encountered more misunderstandings and other problems with those 

people, including the Americans. And since Japanese people meet 

Americans more frequently than any others, they encounter more 

problems with them. 

The purpose of English learning for Japanese people should be 

communication with English-speaking people, but there is a big 

communication gap even between Japan and the United States, which 

is the country in closest contact with Japan. Nrore effective inter

cultural communication is necessary. The writer would like to analyze 
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how it could be improved in terms of culture. 

Communication entails understanding people and expressing 

oneself to people by verbal and nonverbal means. When someone 

has a concept to express, he changes that concept into verbal or non

verbal signs, and the other person hears, sees, or feels those signs and 

interprets them to get the concept. If this listener's concept is the same 

as the speaker's, the communication is successful, and the listener can 

understand the speaker well. 

If the listener does not understand the speaker's concept-if he has 

been unable adequately to comprehend the intended meaning of the 

speaker's communication signs-the communication has failed. For 

example, if a Japanese speaker says "rice cake (mochi)," an American 

listener understands "rice" and "cake," but unless he has seen or tasted 

mochi, he can hardly imagine what it is really like. It is almost im

possible to translate signs into concepts unless one had experienced 

whatever the concepts refer to or has knowledge about them. 

Thus, even if the Japanese people do know a great deal more about 

the United States and her people than they do about other countries, 

their knowledge is limited, and they do not know much about what 

most Americans experience in daily life, school life, and so forth. Nor 

do they understand the patterned behaviors that Americans have 

learned unconsciously, such as ways of thinking, value systems, logic, 

and so forth. Therefore, when Japanese people in the United States 

encounter new and different situations, they have trouble understanding 

them. This is one of the biggest barriers to good communication. If 

people do not share the same experiences or knowledge, their efficiency 

of communication is limited. 

Culture also affects communication indirectly through association. 

Each individual has associations based on his knowledge and experi-
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ence, and his surroundings make up an important part of his associ

ations. 

Association is always used in communication when signs are 

converted into meanings and when meanings are converted into signs. 

Association is concerned with culture. Speakers do not give enough 

signs to convey all of their concepts alone, but rely on listeners' associ

ations to add information when they interpret signs. Therefore, they 

can convey many meanings with only a few signs. But since the Japa

nese and Americans do not always have similar associations, they some

times misunderstand each other. 

When two Japanese people talk, the speaker changes his concept 

into signs, and the listener interprets those signs into his own concept. 

There is usually not much difference between their concepts, and they 

do not misunderstand each other as far as culture is concerned because 

both have similar associations based on Japanese culture, and such 

associations work when they change their concept into communication 

signs and vice versa (Figure 1). 
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FIGURE 2 

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN A JAPANESE AND AN AMERICAN 
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However, if a speaker is Japanese and his listener is American (or 

vice versa), the speaker changes his concept into signs with association 

based on Japanese culture and the listener translates those signs as a 

concept with association based on American culture. If they are 

talking about something in which the cultures overlap, there is under

standing (Figure 2-A) but if they are not, then they misunderstand 

each other (Figure 2-B), (unless at least one of the two understands the 

other's culture adequately.) 

Thus, without understanding the American patterns of association, 

no Japanese can communicate with an American effectively unless the 

American happens to understand Japanese culture. A Japanese hears 

"breakfast," which he translates as asagohan or choslwku in Japanese, 

and may imagine a bowl of boiled rice without salt or sugar, a bowl of 

soybean soup, seaweed, a raw egg, some pickles, and green tea. This 

association of the term "breakfast" is very different from an American 

breakfast, traditionally cereal, bacon and eggs, toast, orange juice, and 

coffee, milk, or tea. Even the American's tea is different, being black 

instead of green. If a Japanese translates a sentence into English 

literally, it may not always make sense to Americans because it may 

reflect Japanese traditions, which most Americans do not find in the 

United States and are not familiar with. For example, if somebody 

translates the phrase "ita-ni tsuku" into "stick to the board," Americans 

do not understand the original meaning at all. That phrase comes 

from Nihon Buyo (Japanese dancing), and good dancers do not lift their 

feet from the wooden floor at all, and thus, "ita-ni tsuku" means "their 

feet are always sticking to the wooden floor," that is, "dancing well." 

At present it is used even apart from dancing, and it means "the part 

he plays suits him well."7 Besides social environments, natural 

environments affect association too. For example, the opposite of 
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'''mountain'' in the Japanese language is "sea," but is "valley" in 

English. Different value systems may interpret the sense of a sentence 

-in opposite ways-for example, the proverb "a rolling stone gathers 

:no moss" has a neagtive value in Japan but a positive value for many 

:in the United States. 

Tetsuya Kunihiro explained the structure of associations with 

reference to Clark, Deese and Lyons.8 He divided association into 

two main types: word association, which links stimulus-response words, 

.and cultural association, which links a word with its cultural conno

tation. 

He then divided word association into paradigmatic and syntag

:matic associations. Clark explained these two as follows: paradigmatic 

:association has three rules: (I) the minimal contrast rule-association 

·ofwords that make a direct contrast in meaning like "boy" and "girl," 

{2) the marking rule-association of words between marked and 

-unmarked like "dog" and "dogs," and (3) the feature-deletion and 

·-addition rules-association between super-ordinate words and hypo

:nyms like "fruit" and "apples," "oranges," etc. 

The syntagmatic association of words in sequences has the selection

:al feature realization rule and idiom completion rule. The former is 

the association among actors, actions and objects, or nouns and adjec

tives like "neigh" and "horse," and "rancid" and "oil." The latter 

-is the association in a group of words, like "cottage" and "cheese," and 

'''ham'' and "eggs." 

Cultural association is of two types. One is sentence association, 

:and through this native speakers may be able to guess a speaker's age, 

'sex, social class, and occupation from his sentence. The other is 

-indicative association, which is strongly related to history, legend, 

-customs, etc.: an example would be "horn-rimmed glasses." 
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Paradigmatic association is not so different in English and in 

Japanese. However, Japanese people are not familiar with association 

according to either of the rules of syntagmatic association. Japanese 

people have the biggest trouble in cultural association because they 

are not familiar with the background culture of English-speaking 

people. 

Culture determines how much speakers reveal of themselves-in 

other words, topics of conversations and ways of expressing ithemselves, 

as well as ways of interpreting meaning from signs. 

Dean C. Barnlund compared how much the Japanese and the 

Americans reveal themselves in communication.9 Barnlund analyzed 

speakers and classified them into three categories in terms of communi

cation: the unconscious portion, the Private Self, and the Public Self. 

The unconscious portion is never comprehended by anybody, and so 

this refers to the nearly inaccessible unconscious assumptions and 

impulses that motivate behavior. The Private Self refers to the parts of 

the person that are potentially communicable, but whether or not they 

are communicated depends greatly on the circumstances. The 

Public Self indicates those aspects of experience that are available and 

easily shared with other people. People usually intentionally reveal 

only their Public Self in communication. 

According to Barnlund, as shown in Figure 3, Americans have a 

bigger Public Self but a smaller Private Self than do Japanese. 

Barnlund proposed the following guide-lines for Japanese and Ameri

cans when they communicate with those of their own nationalities. 
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FIGURE 3 
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Japanese Communication 

1. Japanese interact more selectively and with fewer people. 

2. Japanese prefer regulated over spontaneous forms of commu

nication. 

3. Across a variety of topics Japanese communicate verbally on 

a more superficial level and with a lower degree of personal 

involvement. 

4. Japanese show a reluctance for physical, as well as verbal 

intimacy. 

5. Japanese resort to defensive reactions sooner and in a greater 

number of topical areas. 

6. Japanese, because they explore their inner reactions less often 

and at more superficial levels, may be less known to them

selves. IO 

American Communication 

1. Americans communicate with a larger number of persons and 

less selectively. 

2. Americans prefer more spontaneous forms of communication. 
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3. Americans communicate their experience on a deeper and 

more personal level across a variety of topics. 

4. Americans seek physical as well as verbal intimacy; SInce 

fuller expression of the self is sought they may utilize more 

channels of communication to do it. 

5. Americans, since threat is proportional to the amount of self 

concealment, are less defensive with fewer persons and in 

fewer topical areas. 

6. Americans expose their inner reactions more frequently and 

with a greater variety of persons and are better known to 

themselves. 11 

When an American and a Japanese communicate and the Ameri

can takes the initiative, he tries to communicate with the entire depth 

of his American Public Self, and the Japanese is frightened at the 

prospect of being communicatively invaded (Figure 4-A). On the 

other hand, if the Japanese takes the initiative, the American is annoyed 

at the prospect of never getting beyond formalities (Figure 4-B). The 

cues that were impeccable guides to teaching within each of their 

cultures have become obstacles to the comprehension of messages from 

other cultures. 

Culture affects communication in other ways too, such as physical 

contact, time, place, human relations, and sex. "It determines time 

and timing of interpersonal events, the places where it is appropriate 

to discuss particular topics, the physical distance separating one speaker 

from another, the tone of voice that is appropriate to the subject 

matter. "12 Hall suggested that a Primary Message System had ten 

aspects: interaction, association, subsistance, bisexuality, territoriality, 

temporality, learning, play, defense, and exploitation.13 Except the 

first, all the aspects of the Primary Message System are nonlinguistic 
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parts of the communication process. Culture decides topics, places, 

with whom to communicate, the degree, the ways, etc., in communi

cation. That is, almost nothing can be communicated without culture. 

Each behavior pattern of a speaker tells as much as or more than overt 

FIGURE 4 

JAPANESE AND AMERICAN STYLE COMMUNICATIONS 
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speech, and understanding functions of behavior patterns will reveal 

the covert communication system. 

Another difference in communication between the Japanese and 
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the Americans is the methods of communication, as Michihiro Matsu

moto explained.14 What he pointed out is that Americans always 

like to ask yes or no, and Japanese sometimes prefer to choose neither of 

them, which is not admissible in English. He also asserted that the 

Japanese could not always distinguish facts and opinions. He con

cluded that the Japanese people could not debate because they did not 

distinguish people, opinions, and facts clearly; for example, authorized 

people or people in power sometimes say "A is B, because I say so. ". 

Therefore if a person does not agree with a fact or an opinion that means· 

he disagrees with the speaker. Shigehiko Toyama pointed out that 

Japanese people talked less than Americans and for the Japanese it was· 

better to use few words. They set high value on hamgei (psychological 

interpretation in silence) and ishindenshin (telepathy).15 Haruhiko 

Kindaichi, scholar of the Japanese language, pointed out that among 

the Japanese people there was the tendency to feel that it was good not 

to talk much and not to write much. 16 Of course it is not a good way of 

communicating with the Americans. 

The reason why the Japanese people can communicate with each 

other in silence is that no other country of similar size is as homogeneous 

as Japan in terms of race, ethnic groups, and language. This is very 

convenient for Japanese communication, but it causes a communication 

gap between the Japanese and Americans, as Masao Kunihiro has. 

pointed outY The Japanese people have fewer opportunities to meet 

foreigners than the Americans. The Japanese seldom encounter 

foreign culture in Japan, and they often have cultural shocks when 

they meet people with different cultures. Nakane estimated that it 

would take only three years for American businesmen to learn to work 

with Japanese people in Japan without much trouble: however, it 

would take five years for Japanese people to learn to work with natives 
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abroad smoothly. IS 

Another problem of Japanese people is that they apply the tech

niques of internal communication directly in external communication.19 

The Japanese are still not used to distinguishing intercultural communi

cation from regular communication. 

In summary, the purpose of language use IS communication. 

Communication is more difficult among people with different cultures 

than those with the same, just as it is among people with different 

languages. Knowing other cultures and experiencing them improves 

communication with the people who have those cultural backgrounds. 

Culture affects communication indirectly through association. ThlIs, 

culture strongly limits the contents of communication. Culture also 

determines levels of communication, that is, how much speakers reveal 

of themselves. The ways of communication vary according to cultures. 

The Japanese and the Americans have different logic and methods of 

expressing themselves. Culture also relates to other means of commu

nication, such as physical contact, time, place, human relations, and 

sex. Therefore, communicating with people of different cultural 

backgrounds effectively is very difficult without knowing their covert 

communication systems. Moreover, the Japanese have a disadvange 

in intercultural communication because they are homogeneous in terms 

.of race, culture, and language. Although with compatriots they can 

communicate well even in silence, they are not used to intercultural 

communication and do not distinguish it from their own. 

Now it is clear that language alone cannot guarantee good inter

cultural communication. If the purpose of learning a language is 

communication, people should learn how to communicate well with 

speakers of that language. Only experience and training can make 

better intercultural communication.20 Culture affects intercultural 
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communication so strongly that, inevitably, it is necessary to teach 

culture along with language instruction. Understanding the target 

culture is extremely important, and an effective way of doing this is 

understanding the differences between the native and target cultures. 
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